promise for noninvasively mapping at high spatial resolution the electrical conductivity and permittivity of biological tissues in vivo using a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. In the present study, we have developed a novel gradient-based EPT approach with greatly improved tissue boundary reconstruction and largely elevated robustness against measurement noise compared to existing techniques. Using a 7 Tesla MRI system, we report, for the first time, high-quality in vivo human brain electrical property images with refined structural details, which can potentially merit clinical diagnosis (such as cancer detection) and high-field MRI applications (quantification of local specific absorption rate) in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
The frequency-dependent electrical properties (EPs), which consist of the conductivity and the permittivity, largely vary as a function of the relative intracellular and extracellular fluid volumes, ionic concentrations and the cellular membrane extent in the biological tissues [1] . The conductivity and permittivity can be affected by various pathological conditions, such as cancers, ischemia, hemorrhage and edema, etc. Therefore, it is anticipated that imaging electrical properties may provide important information to diagnose and monitor the progression of a variety of diseases.
In the past three decades, substantial research efforts have been made on multiple fronts with the goal of non-invasively mapping EPs of biological tissues. Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) inversely reconstructs impedance images from electric potential measurement induced by current injection through surface electrodes [2] , [3] , while its major limitation lies in its poor spatial resolution due to a limited amount of measured data and the ill-posedness of the corresponding inverse reconstruction problem. Magnetic Resonance Electrical Impedance Tomography (MREIT), which originates from Magnetic Resonance Current Density Imaging (MRCDI) [4] , measures the local magnetic field induced by surface current injection, and reconstructs static cross-sectional conductivity images [5] - [7] ; however, this approach is still facing unsolved safety issues due to the necessary usage of high level of current injection in order to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Magneto-acoustic Tomography with Magnetic Induction (MAT-MI) exploits the Lorentz force effect of the interaction between a magnetic field and eddy current induced by a time varying magnetic field to emit acoustic signals for conductivity image reconstruction [8] - [10] ; but besides focusing on gel phantoms and tissue samples, there have been no in vivo experiments reported so far.
MR based Electrical Properties Tomography (EPT) utilizes measurable radiofrequency-coil-induced magnetic fields (B 1 fields) in an MRI system to quantitatively and noninvasively reconstruct the local in vivo EPs of biological tissues. The concept of imaging EPs from MR signals was firstly suggested by Haacke et al. [11] and Wen [12] . In recent years, EPT has drawn considerable attention by various research groups. Based upon well-established B 1 -mapping techniques in MRI, various EPT methods have been proposed using different coil designs (e.g. birdcage quadrature, multi-channel array coil) and at different radiofrequencies (64MHz~300MHz) corresponding to the operating static main field (1.5T~7T) [13] - [19] .
In the meantime, unlike other EPs imaging modalities, EPT reconstructs EPs at the operating Larmor frequency of MRI. The local EPs values provide important information in quantifying local Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) [20] , which is a major safety concern in high-field (HF: 3 Tesla and above) MRI. Knowing EPs distribution can help deduce radiofrequency (RF) electric fields, allowing for fast and subject-specific SAR estimation, which can serve as a constrain of MRI pulse design to achieve more effective and safer RF excitation in HF-and UHF-MRI applications.
Biological tissues may exhibit rapid spatial changes in electrical properties due to small size of tissue. Such scenario has been a challenge to existing EPT approaches as most of them are based upon formulations assuming locally homogeneous EPs [13] - [16] , leading to significant errors in the vicinity of tissue boundaries in reconstructed EPs maps [21] . Another major challenge results from the involved Laplacian operation over B 1 field during reconstruction, making the calculation sensitive to noise in the measured B 1 maps. Due to necessary spatial filters with relatively large kernel to smooth the B 1 data, effective spatial resolution can be decreased, and significant distortions inevitably occur near boundaries in the reconstructed EPs maps [21] .
In this study, a novel gradient-based EPT approach (named as gEPT algorithm) is proposed, in which the spatial gradients of the electrical properties are explicitly considered in the algorithm, and utilized to reconstruct EPs maps through spatial integration. Through a series of simulation study, phantom validation and in vivo experiments at 7T, the reported approach is capable of reconstructing EPs maps with highly refined structural details and improved robustness against noise contamination.
II. GRADIENT-BASED EPT ALGORITHM
Consider the magnetic permeability inside the biological tissues to be equal to that in the vacuum. In their time-harmonic form, Faraday's and Ampere's Laws can be combined to obtain
where H is the RF-coil-induced magnetic field strength vector in the Cartesian coordinate,  the operating angular
 the complex permittivity as a function of the electrical conductivity  and the permittivity  , 0  and 0  are the free space permittivity and permeability, respectively. Although distribution of the Cartesian components of the RF magnetic fields cannot be measured straightforwardly in MRI, the principle of reciprocity [22] links transverse RF magnetic field components in Cartesian and rotating frames. Therefore, the EPT problem lies in the course that: simplified Eq. (1) is re-formalized into B 1 terms in the rotating frames, i.e. . Then using predetermined value of electrical properties at one (or several) seed location(s), quantitative maps of c  can be determined from the gradient using the finite-difference method in the imaging plane [24] . Taking advantage of derived c  ln  , reduced boundary artifact and improved robustness against noise contamination are anticipated to improve the overall reconstruction performance.
III. METHODS

A. Simulation Evaluation
Electromagnetic simulation was performed based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method in software SEMCAD (Schmid & Partner Engineering AG, Zurich, Swizerland). A 16-channel microstrip array coil [25] , which was used in the experimental part of the study, was numerically modeled and loaded with either the Duke head model of the Virtual Family [26] (Fig. 1(a) ) or a homogeneous cylindrical model (Fig. 1(b) A two-compartment 3D phantom, made by a plastic jar with a plastic bottle positioned in the center, was filled with saline gel solutions consisting of different concentrations of distilled water, NaCl, Sucrose, CuSO 4 ·5H 2 O and gelatin. The electrical properties of inner and outer solutions were =0.34 S m -1 / =77  0 and =0.12 S m -1 / =78  0 , respectively, as measured with an Agilent 85070E dielectric probe kit and an Agilent E5061B network analyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The phantom was positioned at the isocenter of the RF coil. B 1 data was acquired with a spatial resolution of 1.5×1.5×3 mm 3 . The electrical properties on its central transverse slice were reconstructed using the proposed gEPT approach with the central point as the seed point.
One healthy human subject, who signed consent form approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of Minnesota, was scanned in the supine position with the head centered in the same RF coil as in the phantom experiment. A spatial resolution of 1.5×1.5×5 mm 3 was utilized for B 1 data acquisition. The proposed gEPT algorithm was used to generate EPs maps in the brain in vivo.
IV. RESULTS Fig. 1(a) exhibits the results of reconstructed  and  in a transverse slice using the proposed gEPT under noise-free condition, with six seed points indicated by the symbol 'o'. In general, it can be seen in Fig. 1(a) that the detailed structural information present in the target maps was accurately reproduced in the reconstructed maps of  and  using gEPT; the relative error (RE) and correlation coefficient (CC) of the reconstruction are RE=8.5% / CC=0.98 for  reconstruction, and RE=7.6% / CC=0.90 for  reconstruction, respectively. In contrast, using the homogeneous Helmholtz equation in classic EPT methods [13] , [15] , substantial distortion was induced near the boundaries separating different tissues as shown in Fig. 1(a) , with RE=99.7% / CC=0.38 for  reconstruction and RE=58.0% / CC=0.25 for  reconstruction, respectively.
In Fig 1(b) , we compared the results using gEPT and Helmholtz equation in the homogeneous phantom model. Random white noise whose standard deviation was 1/50 of the magnitude of B 1 field was added to the simulated B 1 data. The noise contaminated data was smoothed with a Gaussian filter of size 3 pixels and sigma 0.8 pixels. On the same smoothed B 1 data set, gEPT and Helmholtz-based approach were carried out individually. As can be seen, the results using gEPT (RE  = 10.0% and RE  =13.6%) were much closer to the target than that derived from the Helmholtz-based approach (RE  = 90.7% and RE  =62.0%) even if the phantom's electrical properties were homogeneous.
The reconstructed EPs maps for the central transverse slice are shown in Fig. 2(b) . In general, the reconstructed results showed conspicuous agreement with probe-measured values.
In the central compartment, the reconstructed  is 0.30±0.05 Sm -1 (mean ± standard deviation) and  is 74±3  0 ; in the periphery, the reconstructed  is 0.12±0.05 Sm -1 and  is 73±3  0 . Due to the absence of visible MR signal in plastic materials (very short T 2 ) at the standard echo times utilized in our sequences, some artifacts are observed in the reconstructed permittivity map near the thin plastic wall between the center and periphery of the phantom. Fig. 3 shows, on the slice of interest, estimated electrical properties of brain tissues of the subject. With respect to the corresponding T 1 structural images, the estimated electrical property distributions demonstrate strong similarity to the anatomical structures. The estimated results for gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are Near the periphery of the brain, i.e. in the vicinity of the skull, larger errors are observed, which can arise from the almost complete absence of MR signal in bones.
V. DISCUSSION
In this study, we have proposed a novel methodgradient-based Electrical Properties Tomography (gEPT) -for in vivo imaging of electrical properties using MRI, and demonstrated, for the first time, high quality in vivo human brain EPT imaging. This approach is characterized by two advantages overcoming the aforementioned challenges in current EPT development. First of all, the gradient term in Eq. (2) provides necessary information for accurate reconstruction along the boundaries of tissues with different electrical properties. Secondly, because spatial integration was used to obtain the map of electrical properties, it was demonstrated that the result becomes more robust to noise and calculation errors in comparison with the classic non-gradient-based electrical properties estimation. It was noticed that a priori EPs information at certain seed points is needed to transfer the estimated gradient into absolute EPs maps. We have investigated in simulation studies that the performance is insensitive to the selection of different seed points. For future in vivo application, this information can be more robustly obtained from regions with relatively uniform EPs distribution that can be identified by other image methods, e.g., structural MRI, in which other EPT methods can be exploited to obtain the local EPs values with eliminated sensitivity to boundary effect. On the other hand, the estimated relative EPs maps can potentially provide useful diagnostic information as a local contrast mechanism.
Based on the proposed gEPT approach, our in vivo study at 7T exhibited electrical-property images of the human brain with clearly identified anatomical structures, such as gray/white matter and ventricles, consistent with the same structures identified in T 1 contrast image of the same slice. Based on its demonstrated tissue-contrast properties, it is anticipated that the proposed method may significantly impact clinical applications in the future.
